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Abstract. Venue recommendation aims to provide users with venues to
visit, taking into account historical visits to venues. Many venue recom-
mendation approaches make use of the provided users’ ratings to elicit
the users’ preferences on the venues when making recommendations. In
fact, many also consider the users’ ratings as the ground truth for as-
sessing their recommendation performance. However, users are often re-
ported to exhibit inconsistent rating behaviour, leading to less accurate
preferences information being collected for the recommendation task. To
alleviate this problem, we consider instead the use of the sentiment in-
formation collected from comments posted by the users on the venues as
a surrogate to the users’ ratings. We experiment with various sentiment
analysis classifiers, including the recent neural networks-based sentiment
analysers, to examine the effectiveness of replacing users’ ratings with
sentiment information. We integrate the sentiment information into the
widely used matrix factorization and GeoSoCa multi feature-based venue
recommendation models, thereby replacing the users’ ratings with the ob-
tained sentiment scores. Our results, using three Yelp Challenge-based
datasets, show that it is indeed possible to effectively replace users’ rat-
ings with sentiment scores when state-of-the-art sentiment classifiers are
used. Our findings show that the sentiment scores can provide accurate
user preferences information, thereby increasing the prediction accuracy.
In addition, our results suggest that a simple binary rating with ‘like’
and ‘dislike’ is a sufficient substitute of the current used multi-rating
scales for venue recommendation in location-based social networks.
1 Introduction
Location-Based Social Networks (LBSNs), such as Yelp, are increasingly used
by users to discover new venues and share information about such venues. These
networks are nowadays collecting a large volume of user information such as rat-
ings, check-ins, tips, user comments, and so on. This large volume of interaction
data makes it more difficult for users to select venues to visit without the help
of a recommendation engine. Indeed, many systems [1–3] have been proposed to
address the data overload problem on LBSNs by automatically suggesting venues
for users to visit based on their profile and visiting history. In particular, the
explicit ratings of venues by users are widely used in various recommendation
systems to elicit users’ preferences, including in collaborative filtering systems [4,
5], matrix factorization (MF) approaches [6] and more recent advanced venue
recommendation approaches [7–9].
However, in practice, user ratings are not always effective in representing the
users’ preferences. For example, it has been reported that users have distinct
and inconsistent rating behaviour [10] and find it difficult to provide accurate
feedback on the venues when faced with selecting among multi-rating values [11].
Several previous studies aimed to assess the impact of users’ location [10], their
personal and situational characteristics [12], and the nature of rating scales avail-
able to users on the quality of the users’ ratings [11].
On the other hand, sentiment analysis is a widely used technique to gauge
users’ opinions and attitudes, for instance towards products and venues, from
textual user reviews [13]. Sentiment analysis not only predicts the polarity of user
opinions (e.g. positive vs. negative) but can also provide a summary of the users’
opinions of a product or a venue from their reviews [13, 14]. In fact, sentiment
analysis has been adopted by many studies to adjust user ratings or provide
extra features to enhance the performance of recommendation systems [15–17].
The integration of sentiment analysis into recommendation systems is still
limited to adjusting users’ ratings to overcome their inconsistency. Instead, Lak
et al. [18] substituted user’ ratings with sentiment analysis, but concluded that
sentiment analysis was insufficient to replace ratings in their experiments. Since
then, sentiment analysis has seen a lot of attention in the literature cumulating in
the development of advanced effective neural networks-based sentiment analysis
of long and short texts [19, 20]. Indeed, previous sentiment analysis approaches
mainly relied on human-crafted sentiment dictionaries [21, 22], which are not
necessarily sufficiently effective on the wide variety of words used in LBSNs [20].
Therefore, in this paper, we hypothesise that it is possible to replace the
users’ explicit ratings by leveraging state-of-the-art sentiment analysers on the
users’ comments, thereby increasing the consistency of the user’s preferences
when making venue recommendations. We integrate the obtained users’ prefer-
ence scores through sentiment analysis into the widely used MF and GeoSoCa
multi feature-based venue recommendation models [8]. Our results, using three
different Yelp Challenge-based datasets, show that it is indeed possible to effec-
tively replace users’ ratings with sentiment scores when state-of-the-art senti-
ment analysers are used and still produce accurate venue recommendations. Our
findings also suggest that it is possible to alleviate the users’ ratings inconsis-
tency by substituting the popular five-star rating scale used by LBSNs with a
binary rating scale (i.e. ‘like’ or ‘dislike’) based on the sentiment analysis of their
comments. In particular, the main contributions of our study are as follows:
– We explore the sentiment polarity classification accuracy of various recent
sentiment analysis approaches based on neural-networks such as convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) along
the more conventional SentiWordNet and support vector machine (SVM)-
based approaches.
– We replace the user ratings with sentiment scores in the MF model, as well as
within the popular multi-feature GeoSoCa venue recommendation model [8].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the perfor-
mance of solely using sentiment scores to substitute explicit user ratings in
venue recommendation.
– We conduct thorough sentiment classification and venue recommendation
experiments on datasets from the Yelp Dataset Challenge1. First, we use
part of the dataset to conduct sentiment classification experiments and then
conduct venue recommendation experiments on two other different types
of datasets, which are extracted from Yelp. These two types of datasets
include two city-based datasets (i.e. Phoenix and Las Vegas) and one cross-
city dataset (multiple cities are covered).
The rest of our paper is structured as follows. We review the literature on
the effectiveness of rating, sentiment analysis development and the application
of sentiment analysis to venue recommendation in Section 2. In Section 3, we
describe the GeoSoCa model and the rating substitution strategy. Section 4 de-
scribes the sentiment analysis techniques that we deploy. After that, we detail
the setup for our experiments (Section 5). Then, in Section 6, we present our
obtained results for evaluating the effectiveness of substituting ratings with sen-
timent scores. Finally, Section 7 provides concluding remarks.
2 Related Work
Ratings and Rating Scale. Many venue recommendation systems use explicit
user ratings as the ground truth, both when learning user preferences and to
evaluate the performance [6, 23, 24]. Ratings are a simple way for users to express
opinions. However, the effectiveness of rating and rating scale have been well
studied in the literature – for instance, Cosley et al. [11] argued that ratings are
not sufficient for recommendation systems to effectively model the complex user
preferences and opinions, while also biasing recommendation evaluation with
inaccurate user opinion information. Moreover, as argued by Amoo et al. [25],
the users’ rating distributions are affected by different rating scales. Pennock
et al. [26] recognised that the ratings of a user for the same item may not
be consistent at different times. Therefore, in this paper, we similarly argue
that using explicit ratings may not well represent users’ opinions or attitudes.
In particular, with the development of further refined techniques for sentiment
analysis (discussed next), we propose to use sentiment scores to replace ratings
for representing users opinions.
Sentiment Analysis. Sentiment analysis has been developed over many years,
to automatically estimate users’ opinions and attitudes from review texts. In the
early period, sentiment analysis mainly relied on manually collected sentiment
words. Ohana et al [27] used SentiWordNet2 [28] to identify word features, and
1 Yelp Dataset Challenge: https://www.yelp.co.uk/dataset/challenge. 2 SentiWord-
Net is an opinion lexicon, where the sentiment and polarity of each term is quantified.
constructed a learned model using SVM on such features. Mohammad et al. [21]
leveraged tweet-specific sentiment lexicons to construct features and also in-
cluded a collection of negated words. However, with the increasing applications
of deep neural networks (NN), NN-based sentiment analysis techniques have
achieved excellent accuracies [20]. We note the work of Kim [19], who exploited
a convolutional NN (CNN) to run on a pre-trained word embedding vector and
obtained much improvement in the sentiment analysis performance. Moreover,
Baziotis et al. [20] leveraged long short-term memory (LSTM) to capture word
order information when conducting sentiment analysis on tweets. Their approach
outperformed other approaches in the 2017 SemEval competition [29]. Therefore,
in this paper, with these comparably recent improvements in sentiment analysis
performances, we aim to measure their usefulness in leveraging sentiment scores
expressed in user reviews for the purposes of venue recommendation.
Venue recommendation with Sentiment Analysis Various studies [15, 30, 31]
have been concerned with integrating sentiment analysis in venue recommenda-
tion. However, to the best of our knowledge, the used sentiment analysis in venue
recommendation models have not encompassed the most recent state-of-the-art
sentiment analysis approaches. For instance, Yang et al. adopted SentiWord-
Net3.0 [28] and the NTLK toolkit [32] for sentiment analysis. Gao et al. [30]
used unsupervised sentiment classification on the sentiment polarity of words to
generate a user sentiment indication matrix. Zhao et al. [31] constructed a prob-
abilistic inference model to predict the user sentiment based on a limited number
of sentiment seed words. Wang et al. [17] extracted latent semantic topics from
the user reviews using a Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model and inferred a
user preference distribution. According to the recent sentiment analysis compe-
tition in SemEval [29], these sentiment analysis approaches are not competitive
with the current state-of-the-art approaches for sentiment analysis. Therefore,
we postulate that applying the state-of-the-art sentiment analysis approaches in
venue recommendation could improve the performance of the sentiment-based
venue recommendation approaches. Moreover, we argue that the sentiment scores
could effectively replace the users’ ratings to represent users’ preferences.
3 Venue Recommendation Model and Rating
Substitution Strategy
In this section, we first state the venue recommendation problem and the
notations used in this paper (Section 3.1). Next, we introduce the two models
(i.e. MF and GeoSoCa) that we use to learn the ability of sentiment analysis
in capturing user preferences instead of user ratings. Finally, in Section 3.3, we
describe the rating substitution strategy which we apply to MF and GeoSoCa.
3.1 Problem Statement
The venue recommendation task aims to rank highly venues that users would
like to visit, based on users’ previous venue visits and other sources of informa-
tion. For instance, considering sets of U users and V venues (of size m and n,
respectively), the previous ratings of users can be encoded in R ∈ Rm×n, where
entries ru,v ∈ R can represent the previous venue ratings (1..5) or the checkins
(0..1) of user u ∈ U to venue v ∈ V . Venue recommendation can then be de-
scribed to accurately estimate the value ru,v for a venue that the user has not
previously visited, or to rank highly venues that they would highly likely visit.
3.2 Venue Recommendation Approaches
In this work, we examine the behaviour of two venue recommendation ap-
proaches, namely MF and GeoSoCa, and how they perform when we change
the definition of ru,v.
Matrix Factorization (MF). MF is a classic recommendation approach, which
has been adopted by many recommendation model studies as a baseline [33–35].
MF adopts singular value decomposition to learn latent semantic vectors qv and
pu for user u and item v, respectively on known ratings ru,v ∈ R.
GeoSoCa. GeoSoCa [8] is a popular venue recommendation approach, proposed
by Zhang et al. in 2015. Compared to MF, it encompasses three additional
important sources of information in making improved venue recommendation,
namely geography, social and category information [23, 30]. Since then, it has
been frequently used and discussed in various studies [1, 36, 37]. GeoSoCa es-
timates the probability of users visiting an unvisited venue according to the
influence of three additional sources of information, namely the geography, so-
cial and category features. The geographical and social influence features use
the geographical distance and users’ social connections to measure the influence
of different venues on users, respectively. The categorical influence estimates
users’ preferences distribution over categories of venues (restaurants, bars, etc.).
In particular, pc,v indicates the popularity of venue v ∈ V , which belongs to
category c ∈ C, where C denotes all venue categories3. In computing all these
three additional features, GeoSoCa makes use of the users’ ratings to estimate
the probability of user u visiting venue v [8]. Note that, following Zhang et al., in
our experiments, we also deploy both GeoSoCa and its components individually,
i.e. Geo, So and Ca.
3.3 Rating Substitution Strategy
As argued earlier, the advent of accurate sentiment analysis approaches offers
new opportunities for more refined venue recommendation. In particular, since
the resulting sentiment classifiers can be formulated in a probabilistic manner,
we assume that the users’ preferences are indicated by the classifier’s confidence,
denoted as sentiment score su,v. This score captures the classifier confidence in
3 A venue might belong to more than one category in the Yelp dataset. For such venues,
we use the category that is uppermost in the hierarchy.
user’s u comment on venue v is positive. Indeed, our work examines if the senti-
ment score, su,v, can effectively replace the rating ru,v as an indicator of users’
preferences. We now describe our adaptations of MF and GeoSoCa.
In MF, the sentiment-based MF approach replaces user ratings on venues,
ru,v ∈ R, with sentiment scores su,v. In contrast, for GeoSoCa, we consider the
substitution strategy on each component: In the geographical and social influence
features, we replace users’ ratings ru,v ∈ R with su,v ∈ R. Moreover, different
from the previous two features, in the categorical influence feature, we not only
replace users’ ratings ru,v ∈ R with su,v, but we also modify the venue category
popularity, pc,v, as follows:
pc,v =
∑
u∈U
su,v (1)
Therefore, we evaluate the ability of the sentiment scores to accurately cap-
ture the overall venue popularity. In the next section, we discuss the sentiment
classification approaches that we apply to calculate su,v.
4 Sentiment Classification Approaches
As discussed in Section 2, sentiment analysis approaches can be broadly classi-
fied into dictionary-based, learned, and deep-learned. We apply four approaches
that represent all of the categories, as well as a Random (Rand) classifier that
matches the class distribution in its predictions, as a weak baseline.
1. SentiWordNet-based Classifier (SWN). The SentiWordNet-based clas-
sification approach is constructed following the approach proposed by [38],
which used the updated SentiWordNet3.0 dictionary [28]. In addition, we
use the ‘geometric’ weighting strategy that considers the word frequency to
compute the prior polarity of each sentiment lexicon. The sentiment score is
obtained by averaging the sentiment score of words in each user’s comments.
2. SVM-based Classifier (SVM). Following the experimental setup of Pang
et al. [39], we implement an SVM-based classifier, using the labelled word
frequency vector for each review, trained using a linear kernel.
3. CNN-based Classifier (CNN). We use a CNN-based classifier [19] for
sentiment classification. In addition, we also follow the ‘CNN-Static’ model
setup in [19], which reported a good performance without the need for tuning
the word embedding vectors.
4. LSTM-based Classifier (LSTM). We deploy an LSTM-based classifier [20],
which obtained the top performance in the sentiment classification competi-
tion in SemEval 2017. We follow the experimental model construction process
and configuration described by Baziotis et al. [20].
5 Experimental Setup
In the following, we evaluate the sentiment classification approaches compared
to the corresponding users’ ratings of these venues. Thereafter, we examine the
difference in venue recommendation effectiveness between models that leverage
user ratings and those that use sentiment scores instead. Therefore, our experi-
ments aim at answering the following research questions:
– RQ1 Which sentiment analysis approaches exhibit the highest performance
for user review classification?
– RQ2 Can sentiment scores sufficiently capture the users’ preferences so as
to replace ratings for the purposes of effective venue recommendation? Does
increased sentiment classification accuracy results in improved venue recom-
mendation effectiveness?
To address these research questions, we perform two experiments using the Yelp
Challenge dataset Round 11. We use the Yelp dataset as it is the only avail-
able public dataset that fulfils our experimental requirements, i.e. to include
geographical, social and category information, as well as user reviews.
Sentiment Classification: The statistics of the dataset extracted from Yelp for
the sentiment classification experiments are shown in Table 1. In Yelp, all ratings
are given in a 5-star rating scale (1 is poor, 5 is great). Following Koppel et
al. [40], we label the polarity of each review according to the user’s rating of
the venue, which we regard positive if the rating ≥ 4, and negative if rating
≤ 2. Then we randomly select equal numbers of positive and negative reviews
to construct the training and testing datasets, which also avoids the class bias
phenomena. Moreover, as the CNN and LSTM approaches rely on trained word
embedding models, we use the remaining reviews (minus the reviews found in
the Phoenix and Las Vegas city-based Yelp datasets, discussed below) in the
Yelp dataset to train a word embedding model using the GenSim tool. For out-
of-vocabulary words, we randomly initialise the embedding vectors, as suggested
by Yang et al. [41].
We vary the size of the training dataset, from 10,000 to 600,000 reviews, to
examine the stability and accuracy of the sentiment classification approaches.
We use a 5-fold cross-validation setup on the training dataset before reporting
the accuracy on the test datasets.
Venue Recommendation: We use three subsets of the Yelp dataset to evalu-
ate the performance differences between the rating-based and sentiment-based
venue recommendation models. Unless otherwise stated, the sentiment scores are
generated after the classifiers have been trained on 600,000 comments 4. Table 2
shows the statistics of the three Yelp-based datasets we use to evaluate the venue
recommendation effectiveness. In particular, for generalisation purposes, we in-
clude two city-based datasets (namely Phoenix and Las Vegas) following other
recent works [42–44], and one cross-city dataset. Indeed, we use these different
Yelp subsets to obtain an overall understanding of the venue recommendation
models’ performances in different settings. To alleviate extreme sparseness, fol-
lowing Yuan et al. [43], for each dataset, we remove users with less than 20
4 As will be shown in Section 6, this is the best training setup in terms of sentiment
classification accuracy.
Dataset Name Number of Reviews
Training 600,000
Testing 200,000
Table 1: Dataset Summary for Senti-
ment Classification Usage
Dataset #Users #Venues #Reviews Density
Phoenix 2,781 9,678 124,425 0.46%
Las Vegas 8,315 17,791 386,486 0.26%
Cross city 11,536 54,922 564,216 0.089%
Table 2: Datasets Summaries for the
Venue Recommendation Task
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reviews and venues with less than 5 visits. Figure 1 shows the ratings distribu-
tion of the three datasets. It is of note that for all three datasets, the number
of positive reviews (ratings 4 & 5) outweighs the number of negative reviews
(ratings 1 & 2) by quite a margin. Finally, experiments are conducted using a 5-
fold cross-validation on each dataset, and evaluated for recommendation quality
using Precision@5 & @10 and mean average precision (MAP)5.
6 Results Analysis
We now present the experiments that address our two research questions, con-
cerning the sentiment classification accuracy (Section 6.1) and the usefulness of
sentiment classification as an effective proxy for ratings in venue recommenda-
tion (Section 6.2).
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Comments
Fig. 2: Sentiment classification accuracy of different approaches.
5 The NDCG metric is not used since not all users will consistently use the rating scale
(1-5), as discussed in this paper.
6.1 RQ1: Opinion Classification
Figure 2 presents the classification accuracy of our sentiment classification ap-
proaches described in Section 4, while varying the amount of training review
data. In particular, we show the overall accuracy (Figure 2(a)) as well as the
accuracy on the positive and negative comments alone ((b) & (c), respectively).
Figure 2(a) shows that our selected sentiment analysis approaches are divided
into three groups with different classification performances – SVM, CNN and
LSTM all exhibit similar top performances, followed by SWN with medium
accuracy, and Rand with (expected) low accuracy. Among the highest performing
group (SVM, CNN and LSTM), CNN is the highest performer.
Next, we consider the accuracy of the classifiers separately on the positive
and negative classes. From Figures 2(b) & (c), we find that SVM, CNN and
LSTM still provide high accuracy (≥ 0.9) for both classes, while LSTM varies in
accuracy across the classes. Indeed, LSTM surpasses CNN on the positive com-
ments yet underperforms on the negative comments (indicating a higher false
positive rate). Finally, since SWN exhibits a high accuracy on the positive com-
ments but a low accuracy on the negative comments, it is mostly identifying
comments as having a positive polarity.
Overall, in answer to research question RQ1, we find that SVM, CNN and
LSTM exhibit high sentiment classification accuracy, with CNN outperforming
all other techniques in terms of overall accuracy. In particular, LSTM performs
better than SVM and CNN for positive comments and CNN is more accurate
than the other classifiers for negative comments.
6.2 RQ2: Sentiment Classification in the MF and GeoSoCa Models
We now consider if the sentiment scores generated from the classifiers evalu-
ated in Section 6.1 can be used for effective venue recommendation by MF and
GeoSoCa. All results are presented in Table 3. Each column denotes the evalua-
tion metric on the corresponding datasets. Each group of rows defines a partic-
ular venue recommendation approach: MF, GeoSoCa, or the latter’s respective
components (Geo, So, Ca). Each row in a group specifies the rating-based perfor-
mance or the sentiment scores-based performances from the corresponding ap-
plied sentiment classification approaches. Finally, the rightmost column indicates
the number of significant increases and decreases compared to the rating-based
(baseline) model in that group of rows.
On analysing the general trends between MF, Geo|So|Ca and GeoSoCa,
we find that the MF approach exhibits a weak effectiveness for this ranking-
based recommendation task. Indeed, the observed performances for the combined
GeoSoCa approach are markedly higher (0.0029 vs. 0.0223 MAP)6. Overall, the
lower performance of MF is expected, as MF is intended as a rating prediction
approach, rather than a ranking approach, where the objective is to rank highly
the actual venues that the user visited. Using sentiment information shows some
6 The low absolute MAP values on this dataset are inline with other papers, e.g. [45].
Phoenix (*100) Las Vegas (*100) Cross-City (*100) Signf. #
P@5 P@10 MAP P@5 P@10 MAP P@5 P@10 MAP (↑ / ↓)
M
F
Rating 0.12 0.11 0.29 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.05 —
Rand 0.06 0.06 0.23 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.02 0 / 0
SWN 0.13 0.11 0.28 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.02 0.02 0.05 0 / 0
SVM 0.06 0.06 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.02 0.01 0.04 0 / 0
CNN 0.08 0.08 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.02 0.03 0.06 0 / 0
LSTM 0.04 0.03 0.25 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.02 0.06 0 / 0
G
e
o
Rating 0.67 0.73 0.83 0.47 0.43 0.55 0.78 0.74 1.02 —
Rand 0.64 0.61 0.78 0.35 0.39 0.51 0.73 0.75 1.01 0 / 0
SWN 0.69 0.69 0.86 0.44 0.45 0.55 0.73 0.77 1.03 0 / 0
SVM 0.61 0.73 0.81 0.47 0.44 0.53 0.76 0.79 1.03 0 / 0
CNN 0.66 0.73 0.82 0.45 0.44 0.55 0.75 0.79 1.04 0 / 0
LSTM 0.67 0.75 0.84 0.45 0.45 0.55 0.75 0.78 1.04 0 / 0
S
o
Rating 3.38 2.88 1.95 2.81 2.36 1.76 2.97 2.61 1.53 —
Rand 2.52↓ 2.10↓ 1.14↓ 1.98↓ 1.76↓ 0.98↓ 2.07↓ 1.80↓ 0.77↓ 0 / 9
SWN 2.73↓ 2.36↓ 1.74↓ 2.15↓ 1.82↓ 1.36↓ 2.15↓ 1.89↓ 1.28↓ 0 / 9
SVM 3.34 2.27↓ 2.02 2.69 2.33 1.67 2.56↓ 2.15↓ 1.49 0/ 3
CNN 3.39 2.87 2.06 2.70 2.33 1.70 2.84 2.49 1.57 0/ 0
LSTM 3.43 2.89 2.16↑ 2.71 2.34 1.75 2.98 2.54 1.71 1/ 0
C
a
Rating 3.51 3.17 2.79 2.54 2.27 2.11 0.79 0.72 0.54 —
Rand 3.03↓ 2.83 2.57 2.35 2.16 1.98↓ 0.72 0.68 0.50 0/ 1
SWN 1.88↓ 2.14↓ 2.72 0.72↓ 0.85↓ 2.01↓ 0.49↓ 0.55↓ 0.54↓ 0/ 9
SVM 3.35 3.15 2.69 2.53 2.25 2.07 0.74 0.70 0.53 0/ 0
CNN 3.52 3.17 2.77 2.51 2.26 2.07 0.78 0.71 0.54 0/ 0
LSTM 3.50 3.15 2.78 2.56 2.26 2.10 0.78 0.72 0.55 0/ 0
G
e
o
S
o
C
a
Rating 3.68 3.04 2.23 2.64 2.09 1.51 3.92 3.17 2.22 —
Rand 3.08↓ 2.57↓ 1.79↓ 2.44 2.03 1.47 3.59 2.97 2.06 0/ 3
SWN 1.32↓ 1.35↓ 1.39↓ 0.52↓ 0.58↓ 1.06↓ 1.83↓ 1.75↓ 1.44↓ 0/ 9
SVM 3.52 2.93 2.17 2.84 2.21 1.78↑ 3.68↓ 2.98↓ 2.06 1/ 2
CNN 3.62 2.90 2.18 2.86↑ 2.29 1.79↑ 3.71↓ 3.02↓ 2.09 2/ 2
LSTM 3.73 2.96 2.28 2.97↑ 2.38↑ 1.87↑ 3.96 3.21 2.15 3/ 0
Table 3: Recommendation performances of rating and sentiment-based ap-
proaches on three datasets (reported evaluation measures are *100). Using the
t-test, statistically significant increases (resp. decreases) with respect to the cor-
responding rating-based baseline are indicated by ↑ (resp. ↓).
minor improvements, but none of the sentiment classifiers causes significant en-
hancements to this weaker rating-based MF baseline.
Next, we consider GeoSoCa and its components Geo|So|Ca for each dataset.
For the geographical information, the rating and sentiment-based models pro-
vide statistically indistinguishable results (according to a paired t-test; p-value
< 0.05), regardless of the sentiment classification approach used. Next, for the
social influence model (i.e. So), the distinction among the approaches is clear:
SWN and Rand significantly degrade effectiveness compared to the rating-based
baseline in 9 cases; the learned approach (SVM) significantly degrades effective-
ness in 3 cases (P@10 for Phoenix and P@5 & P@10 for Cross-City); on the
other hand, the deep-learned sentiment approaches (CNN and LSTM) are at
least statistically indistinguishable from the corresponding rating-based baseline
(only one significant increase: 1.95 → 2.16). Indeed, it is promising that the lat-
est approaches (CNN and LSTM), which were shown to be the most effective
sentiment classifiers in Section 6.1, also result in the recommendation models
with the highest effectiveness, suggesting that they could be a suitable proxy for
user ratings.
For the categorical information (i.e. Ca), recall that our substitution strategy
replaces not only the users’ preferences but also the aggregated popularity of the
category for that user, as per Equation (1). On examining Table 3, the learned
and deep learning sentiment approaches are able to provide comparable perfor-
mances to the corresponding rating-based baseline. The same observation also
holds with the social information-based model. Moreover, similar to the social
information-based model, the recommendation effectiveness also aligns with the
performances of sentiment classifications, with CNN and LSTM providing the
most effective results.
Finally, we consider the combined GeoSoCa model - where we observe that
the product of the geographical, social and category influence scores, when using
the sentiment scores from CNN or LSTM, could still provide performances that
cannot be statistically distinguished from those based on ratings (only 1 sig-
nificant decrease). Moreover, in 5 cases there were actually significant increases
in effectiveness by deploying CNN or LSTM. Therefore, in answer to research
question RQ2, we find that only the sentiment-based user preference scores from
the state-of-the-art deep-learning-based sentiment classification approaches (i.e.
CNN and LSTM) can provide similar effectiveness to the rating-based models.
It is also of note that in these experiments, given that we regard a user rating ≥
4 as positive, and a user rating ≤ 2 as negative, our results in Table 3 suggest
that the sentiment scores can simply be binary (i.e. ‘like’ and ‘dislike’). Such a
binary rating scale (as might be determined by a sentiment polarity classifier)
is a sufficient substitute for the currently used multi-rating scales to effectively
capture the users’ preferences in venue recommendation.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we explored the performances of various sentiment analysis ap-
proaches at identifying the polarity of comments about venues, while also con-
sidering their use as a replacement for the users’ explicit ratings in venue rec-
ommendation. For the sentiment classification approaches, we found that CNN
outperforms other approaches in terms of overall accuracy, while LSTM per-
forms better in classifying positively labelled reviews. Next, when substituting
users’ ratings with sentiment scores from state-of-the-art sentiment classification
approaches (i.e. CNN and LSTM), we found that the resulting GeoSoCa-models
were rarely significantly degraded in effectiveness, and were actually seen to
be significantly enhanced in several cases. Overall, our results suggest that, for
venue recommendation, a simple binary rating with ‘like’ and ‘dislike’ (as might
be determined by a sentiment polarity classifier) is an effective substitute for
the currently used multi-rating scales in location-based social networks. As fu-
ture work, we plan to apply our rating substitution strategy in additional venue
recommendation approaches. We will also investigate how to improve the perfor-
mances of venue recommendation models by exploiting user reviews posted on
other platforms (e.g. Twitter or Facebook) where no multi-scaling rating is used.
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